Anti-racism most important

SBP McKenna explains summer projects

by Martin Graham

Student Body President Phil McKenna explained this afternoon that his cabinet has been working on major projects which they will present to the student organizations this year. These organizations will be held basically of the Student Life Council, the Student Senate, and the Academic Council.

The eight point program worked on by McKenna's cabinet, covers a wide range of matters concerning the student body. McKenna stated that none of these eight points holds any special priority. He commented that he would just like to see all of them worked on throughout the year.

McKenna said, "I feel that one of the main priorities of our summer projects which my cabinet has been dealing with concerns anti-racism at Notre Dame."

The points he considers most important under this project are the establishment of both the student government personnel and the student body and also the investigation of the racist structure of Notre Dame. Another point is the consideration of student rights. Two of the points which fall under this point are a monetary return to the occupants of Grace Hall who have been forced to live elsewhere and the publication of the magazine, Juggler, which the University is against.

McKenna said, "The University has a penalty clause with the contractors who are building Grace Hall. For every week that the students are forced to live elsewhere because of the return, the evacuation, the contractors would also be allotted a return.

McKenna would not make an official comment on what he planned to do about the publication of Juggler. He stated that he will leave the course of action open to its editors.

The next three projects deal major program concerns the academic affairs of the student body. "Student participation in anything concerning them," McKenna said, "is most important." The major points in this program primarily concern ROTC, black studies, and a faculty and student involvement in decision making.

McKenna is not yet sure whether these three projects will be presented to the Student Life Council, the Student Senate, and the Academic Council. "It all depends," he said, "on how many other considerations these organizations will have."

McKenna stated that he does plan on presenting the Student Bill of Rights and Responsibilities and also the Academic Council turned into revision the Student Life Council, which first meets on September 19.

Black students further demand that minority groups be given the right to direct any and all programs that are directly related to minority problems.

In a statement issued by the student body, "We hope that white students will begin to deal with the problems that affect them so we can begin to develop a real student union." Phil McKenna, Notre Dame student body president who attended the convention as a member of the Notre Dame delegation, commented, "The black students were more serious than the white students. They did a lot of hard work. We know where they're going.

Other members of the Notre Dame delegation, who have been dealing with concerns anti-racism at Notre Dame, have been dealing with concerns anti-racism at Notre Dame.

Viewing the Notre Dame Radiation Laboratory's newly installed $250,000 linear accelerator are, from the left, Dr. William P. Helman, junior faculty fellow in chemistry; Dr. Milton Burton, director of the Radiation Laboratory; Mr. Philip Beall, head of the electrical engineering; and Dr. John Hunt, of the department of medical biology at the University of Toronto.

LINAC will be used to study radiation effects

A new $250,000 linear accelerator (LINAC) will aid the $96,000 for the debt. McKenna plans on having an audit company come in and make suggestions on how to cut down on student government spending. He feels that a cutdown in Grand Prix and Homecoming activities is most likely.

McKenna stated that the last out-of-order when he called for an end to nominations and suggested that the delegation return to the important issues confronting the NSA.

The following morning Afro-American students started their own discussions and founded NABS. They were joined by sympathetic white delegations who moved to end the parliamentary procedure which had previously stifled free discussion. After a general return to the issues in a more relaxed atmosphere, the final day ended with the vote to support NABS. The funds granted to NABS were collected since 1961 by the Fast for Freedom, an organization of college students who give up their Thanksgiving meal each year on the agreement that the money saved by university dining halls on the meal would be used for relief projects in the Southern states.

The NSA misappropriated $50,000 from this project and used the money to pay NSA salaries and debts that have accumulated in that time.

The student union will now handle the relief programs previously administered by the NSA. A spokesman for NABS said, "We hope that white students will begin to deal with the problems that affect them so we can begin to develop a real student union."
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WHAT'S SO SPECIAL ABOUT BEECHWOOD AGEING?

We must be bragging too much about Beechwood Ageing. Because we're starting to get some flak about it. Like, "Beechwood, Beechwood...big deal." And "If Beechwood Ageing is so hot, why don't you tell everybody what it is?"
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---

According to McKenna, plans have also been initiated in order to make Student Senate a more serious body than it was last year in order for it to regain prominence in the eyes of the entire University. Over the last couple of weeks, the four stay senators have drawn up a new constitution for the Senate.

This year, every member of the Senate will belong to one of four committees: the Academic Affairs, the Student Affairs, the Human Affairs, and the Union and Finance committees. Unlike last year, attendance at these meeting will be mandatory. In order to ensure that haphazard bills are not presented to the Senate for voting, every bill must first be presented to a committee for a thorough research.

McKenna stated that one of the most important points which the Senate will consider this year is whether to have student representatives sit in on Father Hesburgh's proposed University government. Legal aid, student power, and even a student Senate were discussed by the record number of delegations. McKenna said, "These areas have not been set until the week of October 6.

McKenna said, "In these areas we can give more advice than we can take. The discussions on legal aid and educational reform are more appropriate for smaller schools. We already have most of these programs."

More delegates attended the convention than were originally expected. Severe housing problems occurred among delegates attending the National Student Association. Some Notre Dame delegates were forced to sleep on floors.

A series of lectures was held on war as a way of life. The program served to indoctrinate smaller schools against ROTC. These discussions were reported as "not outstanding" by members of the Notre Dame delegation. More productive discussions in the area of civil rights and anti-racism followed the re-organization of the meeting by black students. The national supervisory board suggested a list of priorities for the coming year.

Commenting on the value of the congress as a whole, McKenna said, "I think it is only natural that white people trust black people, and anyone who came out of there realizes that. White students should work as hard as the black students did."

Juggler axed; fights for life

The University's projected budget deficit, greater than last year's losses, has forced the administration to make cuts, and the literary magazine got the axe.

"We print about 800 copies, some we didn't sell at all," he added.

I would assume that there's more behind it than finances," disagreed editor O'Connor.

He hinted that Fr. McCarragher had never held the Juggler in particularly high regard. O'Connor viewed last year's censorship with mixed emotions because this year's elimination from the budget gras sign of that opinion.
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Weather...

In an interview yesterday, Saint Mary's Student Union President Bill Connell said the student government to have its most effective year so far. He feels this will result from a "new sense of cooperation between students, faculty, and administration."

Connell said, "There will be problems getting some of our goals through. Many of them are controversial around here. But I feel that all arising problems will be workable."

The last year's and this year's freshman classes have been more unified, according to Father Cal Magrath, who came to our workshops this summer with many interesting ideas. We asked them to present ideas. They were groping and I don't feel we are. So, I have high hopes for all our plans."

Her first intention is to deal with the Shuttle Bus fare...
RAIDERS SNEAK PREVIEW

by Cliff Wintrobde and Joe Cottrell

The co-exchange program between Notre Dame and St. Mary’s reached a new dimension last night as each school took turns hosting a romp through their residence halls.

Notre Dame initiated the evening’s festivities when after the Dillon Hall pep rally they spontaneously decided to stage a preemptive raid on Holy Cross Hall. Without pausing to stop and ask for panties, the guys plunged into the hallway and adjacent rooms.

After roaming through the corridors for over ten minutes, some were still inside thirty minutes later, the raiders headed for Le Mans, which fell within seconds to the human siege.

The crowd lost their fire after roaming through Le Mans and the raid reached its end in the halls of McCandless.

The Notre Dame students were predictably quite enthusiastic and delirious with excitement and joy at the conclusion.

“I’ve heard about Notre Dame spirit, but I never knew it was this like.”

“the girls had had more clothes to give away.”

The men were quite appreciative of the warm welcome that the belles of St. Mary’s had extended to them.

I’ve never seen so many friendly SMC girls. They loved it. It was great.”

Planned shuttle fare attacked

(continued from page 1)

The increase in service has generated a rise in costs. The Student Union asked the university for $5,000 apiece for the new service. The university felt it did not have to “subsidize” such actions should be taken.

Susan Turnbull, Student Body President of St. Mary’s, was critical of both the decision, and its timing.

“We thought Notre Dame would enjoy it. It was fun when they came over. As long as we have co-ex classes, we might as well have co-ex panty raids.”

“We wanted the men to know that we are not stuck up and that we are friendly. The Notre Dame girls are welcome back anytime.”
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C.P.A. discusses structure, plans

About 80 people attended the first meeting of the Coalition for Political Action last night in O’Shaughnessy Hall. Chuck Leoni conducted the meeting and said, “The CPA is an organization formed to meet the changing needs of the Notre Dame-South Bend community for semi-independent, project oriented groups with a radical outlook. Each group will have a particular project and will operate in an autonomous manner within its own particular area.” One of these groups, coordinated by Tim MacCarry, is involved in community research.

MacCarry noted that present sociology textbooks and the media do not really “tell it like it is” and that there is a definite need for new, non-conventional analysis of America. He went on to say that the purpose of his group is to first get people together who are interested in constructing a new radical analysis of the social structure in the Notre Dame-South Bend community, and then “cross-fertilize” this information with other aspects of the Coalition.

Junior John Wilson from Students Against Racism said that they hoped to educate the students about the idea of racism, change their thinking as much as possible, and hopefully curtail structures that perpetuate racism.

Chuck Leoni disclosed suggestions for CPA actions in conjunction with the October 15th Vietnam War Moratorium. Among the possibilities were a march to the ROTC building and reading of the list of Notre Dame war dead, a teach-in and rally with guest speakers, fasting on an individual basis, a religious celebration perhaps a Mass—where students might turn in their draft cards, and a formal Catholic exorcism of the ROTC building.

Bruce Mclnerney said that one reason radical efforts like the Dow-CIA sit-in last fall were not too successful is because not enough work was done to educate people and create sentiment; not that CPA hopes to conduct discussions in all the halls prior to any CPA actions concerning how, why, and if such actions should be taken.

Professor Douglas of the Department of Non-Violence also spoke, saying that inspite of sifter sentences, the number of people resisting the draft has grown so that the government would consider epidemic proportions.

He cited that of the 275 men to be inducted in Oakland on August 14th, only 155 actually reported. And of those, 35 refused induction.

Shuttle bus to change route

Due to the expanded Notre Dame SMC shuttle bus service program, there will be increased shuttle bus service between the two schools.

This year, there will be buses every fifteen minutes, between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 4:30, during the week. After 4:30 one bus will run until 1:15. On weekends, one bus will run until 2:30 in the morning.

The route this year has also been changed. The first stop will be the library circle, then the stadium, the waiting room at the circle, the ROTC building, and the groto.

Due to the increased service the University has chartered the buses from the South Bend Public Transportation. The buses and drivers will be the same as those in South Bend.

The increase in service has generated a rise in costs. The University has deemed it necessary to charge a dime per passenger after 5 p.m. The reason being that the university felt it did not have to “subsidize” the social lives of the students, according to Tim Collins, Student Union Manager of Transportation.
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CPA to deal with racism, ROTC, other issues
by Cliff Wintrobe

This summer Notre Dame was the scene of the birth of the Coalition for Political Action. The Coalition was formed to address itself to national as well as to local issues.

Fred Dedrick, Student Body Vice-President and one of the founders of the coalition, explained that the purpose of the Coalition was twofold:

"First, we will try to set up a liberal to leftist organization that would be able to respond to certain situations which require some sort of action. Second, we will probably be essentially an organization which will work with other groups and try to be available to help them in any way they can use us."

Ed Roickle, a member of the coalition, elaborated on this idea. He said that the coalition "is not a party at all, not political" in the sense that it will not put up candidates for election of campus offices nor will it endorse candidates.

Chuck Leoni, in commenting on the organizational structure of the coalition, said, "We are setting up projects which will evolve from the projects."

The force of the coalition was noticed by nearly all the Irishman class as the coalition, in conjunction with individuals from the Students Against Racism group, sent out letters to the parents on the subject of an "Anti-Racism Project" that was started at Notre Dame.

Phil McKenna, Student Body President and primary author of the letter as a member of the coalition stated that: "It is our aim to unveil to each member of the university community the racism inherent in both individuals and institutions."

The letter went on to urge that upon realization of this inherent racism, the Notre Dame community should undertake a program of remedial education which was considered the primary method of attacking racism, followed by preparation to act.

"We feel that this two-fold approach of education and action is essential to the project's true success."

Roickle, in defending the action in the letter that the racism in our university and society was "more unconscious than conscious, more covert than overt, and more behavioral than attitudinal" answered:

"We can legislate open housing. We can not legislate against racism. We have to change their hearts."

In the same envelope as the anti-racism letter, the coalition sent out a letter to "present a more accurate picture of the limitations and obligations of the ROTC program than is given by ROTC during orientation."

The Coalition's counter efforts were centered around four arguments why a student should delay a decision on whether or not to join ROTC.

First consideration was directed at the moral decision a student makes while not "seriously considering the implications involved." They felt that to "decide to join ROTC before a thorough investigation of the theological, philosophical, psychological, and sociological consequences would be a mistake."

Second priority was that ROTC "limits the opportunity of the individual to pursue areas of study by requiring him to use many of his electives in order to take ROTC courses."

Third, the coalition deplored the situation where a decision will "affect the next ten years of one's life." They mentioned two alternatives: Officer Candidate School and the ROTC two year program.

The fourth argument was expressed in this way: "Finally, the uncertainties of the status of the selective service system make a choice to join ROTC at this time somewhat imprudent."

The coalition closed the letter asking, as fellow students, "to discuss these (serious issues) with you when you arrive in the fall."

Leoni said the letter represented a "rational kind of level-headed approach which would appeal to parents more than any other way."

Roickle replied that in the letter "We are not attacking ROTC as such. We are asking people to stop and take a look at both sides of the story because the decision to join ROTC may be one of the most important decisions he will make at the university. It will affect the next few years of his life after graduation."

John Cavanaugh, a member of the coalition, responded to a question of why this "rational level-headed" approach was employed in this way:

"In the long run this will start people thinking about the question, and they may eventually evolve toward a more militant position on the issue."

The first big push of the coalition will be felt in accordance with the Viet Nam War moratorium on October 15. They hope that Notre Dame, St. Mary's, IU, high school students, and South Bend residents will be represented in the protest.

India Week proclaimed

South Bend Mayor Lloyd Allen signed a proclamation yesterday, declaring the week of September 29 as India Week in conjunction with the India Association of Notre Dame.

Indian activity will be held on the Notre Dame campus in Washington Hall.

The proclamation stated: "Whereas, the India Association of Notre Dame is celebrating the 100th anniversary of the birth of Mahatma Gandhi on October 2,1969; and whereas, in the leadership of the people of India, Mahatma Gandhi brought to the world's attention the philosophy and attributes of non-violent solutions to problems of humanity. It would be well for citizens of local University bodies as well as the community to re-examine the life of this great man. We urge all thoughtful citizens to participate in this activity."

There are representatives from all these groups in the membership of the coalition. The coalition is aiming to reach three objectives on the day of the moratorium: induce the administration to call off classes, have high school and college students boycott classes if the administration refuses to call off classes, persuade businesses to release their workers for the day. Leoni commented: "It is not a student strike as such; it is a moratorium on business as usual."
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The American Bar Association endorsed Judge Clement F. Haynsworth. It's nomination to the Supreme Court yesterday and said it had found no evidence of conflict of interest in his ruling on a controversial court case in 1963. But AFL-CIO President George Meany said Haynsworth was simply unfit to serve as an evidence of conflict of interest and said it had found no unacceptable.

he said, "a few regretted the appointment because of differences with Judge Haynsworth's ideological point of view, preferring someone less conservative."

Under questioning by Kennedy, Walsh said the committee had looked for bias in Haynsworth but found none.

The ABA group interviewed about Haynsworth, Lawrence E. Walsh of New York said the ABA's standing committee on the federal judiciary, of which he is chairman, agreed unanimously that Haynsworth, chief judge of the Fourth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals was 'highly acceptable.'

Of those the ABA group interviewed about Haynsworth, Director Arthur Pears said that his department was not assigned each black freshman a

In the wake of recently amended University policy, an influx of automobiles has flooded the campus as freshmen and seniors rush to register their cars. It appears that the unexpected surge of students to Stepan Center registration facilities will far exceed previous estimates.

To cope with the flow of students, a harried crew of Security Police has spent the entire week in registering student automobiles. Security

Director Arthur Pears said that his department was not adequately staffed to deal up with the more than 200 cars which are being registered daily. Registration continues through today at Stepan Center. Beginning Monday, the registration site will be transferred to the Security Building to accommodate students from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

Registration of cars requires a fee of $10 for off-campus students, and $25 for those on campus.

In accord with SLC regulations, revenue from these payments will be deposited in a separate university account and appropriated to be used for the construction of better parking facilities.

Prequisites for vehicle registration, in addition to payment fee, include both a certificate of ownership and a certificate of insurance. The penalty for falsifying identification is fixed at $25, while failure to register a car within 48 hours after its arrival on campus will incur a fine of $50.

When questioned concerning imminent approval of Sophomore cars on campus, Mr. McFarland said that a bill had been introduced in the state legislature and cited a scarcity of parking space as the chief hindrance to their election. He did not say what problems to expect at Notre Dame, but said the issue would have to be resolved by the Dean of Students and the SLC.

Penalties imposed for traffic violations on campus include parking errors and speeding, have been enacted. Fines of $10 will be levied on students parking in lots other than those designated, and on students travelling in excess of 20 m.p.h.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Rejecting all proposed modifications, the House voted yesterday to abolish the 180 year old Electoral College and provide for the people to elect their President by direct vote.

A resolution curbing the proposed constitutional amendment passed on a roll call vote, capping seven days of debate on the nation's basic electoral structure. It was the first measure proposing reform of the presidential election mechanism to pass the House in 16 years.

A two thirds vote was required for passage, and leaders had feared the outcome would be close. But the final tally was an easy 339 to 70.

The far reaching reform plan was sent to the Senate, where it faced an uncertain future. A two thirds majority is required in each chamber to propose a constitutional amendment to the states, and a substantial number of senators favor a rival plan to count the presidential vote by
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Assembly will study shuttle bus finances

by Jeanne Sweeny

At the first meeting for this academic year, the St. Mary's Student Assembly took action on the newly established ten-cent fare for the shuttle bus connections between Notre Dame and St. Mary's campuses.

Student Body Vice President Beth Alice Trippel, who chairs the Student Assembly, proposed a resolution to investigate the fare which is effective after 2 PM every evening.

Miss Dreisoll called for an "investigation into the financing of the shuttle bus," which is operated by the South Bend City Bus Co., but is financed by Notre Dame and St. Mary's. According to the proposal passed unanimously by the assembly, the funds allocated for the bus expense will be frozen pending the outcome of the investigation.

The purpose of this investigation is to examine "certain difficulties and misunderstandings in the financing of the said service."
Cornell's plight:

Cornell University's Board of Trustees issued a 61 page report last week on the student disorders that occurred there last April. The special investigating committee which compiled the report laid the blame for the disruptions on the University's failure to enforce its disciplinary procedures over the last few years.

The report was also critical of University President's James A. Perkins willingness to subject to student demands too readily and the University's failure to communicate clearly to students the goals of the academic community. Because of a communications gap, the University failed to rally students in support of those goals.

The report was also critical of the University's efforts to establish a Black studies program. It stated that the University did not have a clear understanding of the ultimate goals of the program nor of Black student needs.

Ominous parallels exist between the report's description of the situation at Cornell and the situation that currently exists at Notre Dame.

It is no secret that University rules and regulations have gone without enforcement over the past few years. The University has not made too valiant an effort to communicate its goals to students and certainly has not rallied too much enthusiasm for anything. Discussions about dealing with the problems of Blacks on the campus have not progressed very far since last spring. Students are denied access to the courses which they feel they would like to take and are forced to take some courses in which they have little or no interest.

We realize that both campuses are looking for someone to head its committee which compiled the report's description of the situation at Notre Dame. Perhaps we are really looking for the same thing. Discussions about dealing with the problems of Blacks on the campus at Notre Dame have not progressed very far since last spring. Students are denied access to the courses which they feel they would like to take and are forced to take some courses in which they have little or no interest.

We realize that both campuses are looking for someone to head its committee which compiled the report's description of the situation at Notre Dame. Perhaps we are really looking for the same thing. Discussions about dealing with the problems of Blacks on the campus have not progressed very far since last spring. Students are denied access to the courses which they feel they would like to take and are forced to take some courses in which they have little or no interest.

Registration:

Two days of hectic registration and class scheduling have ended for St. Mary's and Notre Dame students.

The process of registering at Notre Dame is harder than it seems. The University believes that only a Black studies program will be our own.

more responsive to the needs of today's students. Students must play a role, either advisory or participatory, in making all decisions which effect this University. Students are here to learn; the University is here to impart knowledge. It would seem that that is common ground enough to insure cooperation.

Finally the Administration and students must begin to understand more closely the needs of the Black student not only at Notre Dame but also in America. We hope that the University will be able to perceive clearly the type of Black studies program needed at the University.

We hope that Black students will embark on a program to inform the Notre Dame community of the things they are really looking for. Cornell's report stated that no one there really understood what the ultimate goal was to be. Notre Dame can do better than that.

Notre Dame must begin to work now so that Cornell's plight will not be our own.

Letters to the editor

Dear Col. Lavin,

Editor: The following is an open letter to Colonel Lavin, Professor of Military Science:

Professor Lavin: My name is interested in the excerpt from your ROTC Orientation speech contained in Monday's Observer. Assuming the accuracy of the reported statement attributed to you, may I ask the following questions, professor?

1.) What do you mean by "Current Communist drive against Youth" and in what way are the quoted demands "against youth" as your statement implies?

2.) Who are you referring to in "Current Events Show their Success"? Allow me to answer my own question, Professor. You mean that what job-to-join programs, improved urban housing, and better health programs are a success of the Communist Party, U.S.A., don't your professor?

3.) Why should agitating in the cities against poor housing be termed an "excuse", professor? You're implying quite explicitly that one must be insincere to claim to be dissatisfied with current slum housing.

4.) And what about the Communist Party's demand for "peaceful coexistence with all nations, socialist and others"? That's an outrageous demand, isn't it professor? Who in their right mind would want "peaceful coexistence" especially with socialist countries, such as Denmark and Sweden. (Much better that we support Greek and Latin American Military dictatorships-right?)

Yes, Colonel Lavin, I can see that you are indeed a credit to the title "professor." It is, I admit, quite obvious that to favor the demands you quoted is to favor the Communist Party and all it stands for - the power of your topic compass such a scholarly consideration. In fact, I was almost afraid that I would have to confess to being a communist, for considering what I believe in

the conclusion was inescapable. However, professor, you threw me a curve by pointing out that the Communist Party, above all else, wants to end ROTC on campus. I am not then a communist after all, for I don't approve of ROTC. Yes, professor, I want it right here where I can see exactly what kind of militant propaganda you're shoving down young men's throats. I want ROTC right here on campus so that perhaps some of our future military leaders will be those with a liberal enough education to see contemporary social and international problems in their true perspective, and not in the narrow, near-sightedness of the military mind.

One last question, professor, do you have tenure?

John Mercer
819 E. Napolene Blvd.
South Bend, Indiana

A Comment

Editor: One cannot transform something that has been growing for 125 years overnight! And to destroy it for that reason is absurd and, of course, archaic. Yet, on this campus at the edge of a new decade, there is a feeling that we have never experienced before—agreement in that change is not only necessary, but vital. Each one of us, from Fr. Hesburgh to Joe Freshman, realize that for Notre Dame to survive, our sense of value must travel to other areas of the campus than just the football stadium. We now have representative student organizations and good leaders in them. And, in the past year, we acquired our "Council Tree"—i.e., the Student Life Council. If used properly, its worth is infinite.

"No violence, Civility, rationality, reason. It is going to take hard work on both sides. Perhaps next June we will be able to say there was and is only one side. And that, "It was a very good year."

J. Michael Keifer
Class of '69-'72
The Buffoons v.s. the Svelte

With this issue, the Observer feature staff (an obsessive-clique of culturally deprived buffoons) enters into a new arena of screeching dissonance, ranging from high-brow commentary to low-brow innuendo (with nearly everything else in between).

Besides the striking resemblance to the New Yorker for content, tone, taste, etc., we would be very happy to please all to indulge in a few idiocynancies all our own. Assuming the editor-at-large, the svelte, continues to publish throughout the year, and b) that you continue to read it, we can promise you...

...timely coverage of all theatrical happenings within reach (we will generally restrict ourselves to Off-Broadway productions) The urbane David Allen Edmonds will offer criticism and comment...

...frequent glimpses into the world of the Buffoon in a car toward the most current, most significant sounds and rhythms, in the words of oneBuffoon himself, Jim E. Brogan, will blithely condescend to make his personal pronouncements and to reveal his top ten preferences as the weeks go by...

...book reviews and assorted introspectives by Steve Tapscott Random appearances by our criti-at-large, the svelte, voluptuous Marilyn Becker.

...and even more. Tom Lehrer (who still gullaws at "Tom and Jerry" cartoons and who was the first to go to "The Graduate") will endeavor once more to alter and outrage all you film devotees. For sure he is more competent in this capacity than in his infamous parodies of wit and fantasy...

...and even more to come. The female counterpart to "Tell it to Tommy"...-

...e ng l i s h n d e p t hy-crafty stuff-

...regular attention to art galleries and coffee-houses, and to the flourishing arts here in this culture kingdom-

...finals, gags, games, pranks, heaves, stories, and whatever else the New Yorker has built its reputation on.

You've got glide in your stride

by Jim E. Brogan

Earlier this summer, Newswear magazine gave Joe South the review of a lifetime. Superstars were not enough to describe his latest album, Games People Play.

After listening to it though, the only reaction can be one of disappointment. It is a good album, but only good. It is not the combination Ors Redding, Johnny Rivers, and Seargent Pepper that Newswear made it out to be. It is Joe South's second album and not his best.

His first album, Introspect was a little bit better but not much.

Games People Play starts out strong with the title song. This million seller was with the title song. This million seller was

After the game go to the Art Gallery.

Rick Libowitz

And the beat goes on...

This is the time of year when the campus must be returned. New buildings are going up, debris is cleared away, new faces are on the North Quad and there are new looks on some of the old faces around the Main Quad. The Freshmen (everything must be learned in a day, consult the Sophomores, who claim that was how they learned it, too) will have their memories of the Dorms. You've passed the getting settled stage if you can look back to:

St. Mary's had an R. S. curfew We had osculation and a 4:00 am curfew People read "The Voice" and went to "The Irish Inn"

April Storms was on campus, "teaching the Tigers" Still there? Do you remember.

Lenny Joyce

Joanman Quad

Nick Fiddy

"The Delphic Oracle"

Brogan's Chart Choices

1 Everybody's Talking Nilsson
2 Carry Me Back Rascals
3 Sugar on Sunday Clique
4 The Delphic Oracle Thompsons
5 Whatever Kind of Fool Do You Think I Am Doris Day
6 I Don't Want To Be A Millionaire Eddie Fisher
7 If I Were You September
8 I'll Be Home For Christmas Charlie Brown
9 The Greatest Generation Busby Berkeley Band
10 I Heard That Standing Ovation
SUAC lectures to include HHN and Cronkite

(continued from page 1)

book, The Human Condition. A student of Martin Heidegger and Rudolph Bultmann, she has questioned the possibility of doing meaningful speculative thinking and is noted for her analysis of the political man. Formerly a prisoner at a Nazi concentration camp, Miss Arendt has also reflected extensively on issues raised in the Ichmann trials — the nature of a totalitarian state, the nature of man's freedom.

Walter Cronkite, CBS news analyst and John Siegenthaler, city editor of the Nashville Tennessean and formerly campaign manager for the late Senator Robert Kennedy in California, will come to Notre Dame in early October. According to commissioner Dowdall, the pair will discuss the news-covering versus the news-making roles of the press. "They'll consider how the news media really affect current events and their outcome," said the Notre Dame commission chief. Siegenthaler is also concerned about the honesty of the press from court trials, Dowdall added.

Paul Racouer, a popular contemporary theologian will be joining S. I. Hayakawa, San Francisco State's besotted president, and six other scholars including such notables as Michel Butor in a symposium at St. Mary's entitled, "Language, Symbol and Reality," set for the first week of November. Although his lecture topic is still unknown, Racouer, most recently on the faculty of the University of Chicago, has been concerned with the reach of symbol and myth into human lives and human dimensions.

Other members of the St. Mary's symposium will be Karl Menninger of the Menninger Clinic, Roman Jacobson, a famed linguist from M.I.T., Meyer Scapiro of Columbia, and Robin Wells from Yale University. According to SMC coordinator Mrs. Carl Crasser, the symposium will be open to only approximately 250 observers due to limited space. However, the entire program will be video-taped and possibly recorded by closed circuit TV for use by interested classes.

Heuritt Ott, a guest of the Notre Dame theology department, will visit the campus during the week preceding the St. Mary's symposium. Ott, now holding a chair at the University of Basl long held by theologian Karl Barth, works primarily in the area of systematic theology. He will speak to a ND-SMC audience Monday evening, September 29.

Specifics have not yet been worked out in a program involving former vice-president Hubert Humphrey and Senator George McGovern. However, both Humphrey and McGovern will participate in a conference sponsored by the ND student government concerning the American Indian scheduled for the week of January 6-10.

Philosopher Thomas Langan returns to campus October 3, for a series of lectures on the Philosophy of History.

The popular lecturer returns, says St. Mary's philosophy department head Richard Hutchinson, to conduct a seminar for SMC and Notre Dame students as well as to present the four lecture series.

Langan has expressed a desire to meet and discuss philosophy with any students on campus that are interested, said Hutchinson. Although still with the University of Toronto, Langan will commute for the seminar and lecture series and will have a regular office at St. Mary's to facilitate meeting with students.

Paul Goodman, an outspoken critic of the American educational system and author of a battery of books on the subject, notably Growing Up Absurd or a battery of books on the subject, notably Growing Up Absurd and How to Build a Business Conglomerate, will be on campus this year. Although Langan has expressed a desire to build a "business conglomerate," the two have been discussing the possibility of cooperation.

Other notable planning lectures for the Notre Dame-SMC community are Indian Senator Vance Hartke, physicist Henry Margaues, church historian Joseph Althols, economist Milton Friedman from the University of Chicago, "business conglomerates" experimentalist Robert Ling and Northwestern poetry critic Erich Heller.

Connell resigns

(continued from page 1)

Student Body President Phil McKenna and Vice-President Fred Dedrick about this year's sophomore class government, and how it will be affected by Connell's resignation. The possibility of a triumvirate leading the class has been discussed, but is not likely.

As for the future of Ray Connell, he intends to help the government as much as possible this year, but he will not consider an official return to campus government until his grades are in. He also stressed his desire for "more participation on the part of the students in the future."
Teacher Preparation Office to aid Education students

by Jim Holsinger

A new department was added to the university this year as a result of the increase in co-exchange classes with St. Mary's College.

The Institute for Studies in Education, which was officially established on September 1, and Rev. Neil G. McChesney, S.I., was named as director: of the program.

The Institute will contain the Graduate Department of Education, St. Mary's Education Department, and the Office of Educational Research, as well as a counseling center and programs to aid students in obtaining teaching certification.

Previously, Notre Dame students had to rely solely on the facilities of St. Mary's College for any education courses or counseling.

Now, through the Office of Teacher Preparation, a division of the newly formed department, undergraduate students can obtain teaching licenses in almost any state upon graduation.

Dr. Eugene V. Campanale is the Associate Dean of OTP. His office works in close cooperation with other departments of the university to ensure that a student need not travel to St. Mary's to obtain a license upon graduation.

"We hope that a Notre Dame student who graduates in any particular area will not only be able to get a degree in that area, but will also be able to teach in any state," Campanale said.

The OTP has two types of programs. One allows any undergraduate student to take up to 6 credit hours in education. The other is designed for students who plan to teach upon graduation.

All the classes are taken from St. Mary's College, although some classes are taught by St. Mary's professors on the Notre Dame campus.

Two hundred Notre Dame undergraduates are currently involved in some aspect of teacher preparation, and ten are doing practice teaching in the South Bend area this semester.

Dr. Campanale is hopeful that this number will increase to thirty or more by next semester.

The OTP works closely with Arts and Letters Associate Dean Robert Waddick to arrange student schedules to allow for the classes on the St. Mary's campus, and can also provide scheduled time to allow for a full day's practice teaching schedule.

Candidates for the program must have a 2.25 GPA, and three faculty signatures are required on the application.

After a student has made application for the program, Dr. Campanale and a committee from the education department at St. Mary's College decide whether to accept or reject each applicant.

An applicant must then obtain permission from his department head to take education courses.

Before pre-registration the OTP can work out a student's schedule so that he will fulfill the particular requirements of the state in which he wishes to teach after graduation.

"I think that the program has the possibilities of becoming an excellent one. We are putting much in the embryo stage now, but we are making adjustments as necessary," Dr. Campanale said.

The National Council for Accreditation for Teacher Education (NCATE) has given an initial approval to the program, but a board of examiners must still inspect the courses and facilities.

Dr. Campanale, who is also the certifying officer for Notre Dame, indicated that if Notre Dame receives approval from NCATE, students who graduate from the program could be given a license almost anywhere in the United States through reciprocity.

He has submitted a copy of the program to the State of Indiana, and he is presently preparing a brochure on the courses.

St. Mary's College has already received Senate approval.

As certification officer, Dr. Campanale has the final decision as to whether a student can be an accredited teacher. Limited certificates are available, but a graduate with a limited certificate must take at least 7½ credit hours during the year and re-apply each year.

Extensive counseling facilities are made available to interested students, and the bulletin listing the complete requirements for certification in any particular state are kept on file.

WILKES BARRE, Pa. (UPI) — An amended autopsy petition received here yesterday from Massachusetts District Atty. Edmund S. Dinis alleged for the first time that blood was found on the clothing and in the mouth and nose of Mary Jo Kopechne after her body was recovered from the submerged auto of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.

Dinis cited the alleged findings in an amended petition to bolster his plea for an investigation has revealed there was present a certain amount of blood in both Mary Jo Kopechne's mouth and nose, which may or may not have been consistent with death by drowning.

The new petition went on to state that there appears on the white shirt worn by Mary Jo Kopechne "washed out, reddish brown and brown stains on the back of both sleeves, the back and collar."

Celebrate our first Friday with

The First Friday
9:30 - 12:00

SMC COFFEE HOUSE

Donation $1.00

The burgers are bigger at
501 DIXIEWAY NORTH, SOUTH BEND

The Observer is published daily during the college semester except Sunday and University holidays by Notre Dame Student Publications, Inc., a student run publication of the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. Subscriptions may be purchased for $10 from: The Observer, Box 13, Notre Dame Ind., 46556. Second class postage paid, Notre Dame Ind., 46556.
Griswald speaker

Erwin N. Griswold, Solicitor General of the United States, will be the principal speaker at a Notre Dame Law School dinner on the campus.

Griswold, who is a former dean of the Harvard Law School, will speak during a reception and dinner scheduled to begin at 7 p.m. in the Monogram Room of the Athletic and Convocation Center.

Invited guests include members of the Saint Joseph County Bar Association, officers and directors of the Notre Dame Law Association, members of the Law School's Advisory Council, and University trustees and officials.

Griswold also will give a public lecture on "Legal Education Today" in the Memorial Library auditorium today at 4 p.m. He served on the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights from 1961 to 1967 and was president of the Association of American Law Schools during 1957-58. He is the author of several books including Law and Lawyers in the United States, The Fifth Amendment Today, Cases on Conflict of Laws, and Cases on Federal Taxation.

Nixon urges UN to help in Viet

NEW YORK (UPI) President Nixon urged all United Nations delegates yesterday to use their best diplomatic efforts to get Hanoi into serious peace negotiations. He later met privately with representatives of eight member nations.

The President's 10 hour visit was punctuated by the arrest of 12 antiwar demonstrators outside the United Nations while he was addressing the General Assembly. The president appeared to take no notice of loudly chanting pickets. He was in a jovial mood as he shook hands later with crowds outside the Waldorf Astoria Hotel and discussed baseball with them.

Nixon called for Middle East peace on the basis of a two year old UN Security Council resolution and urged an arms embargo for the area; praised the United Nations to take action against airline hijackings, pledged a sharing of U.S. space knowledge and benefits; promised readiness to deal peacefully with Communist China, and called on the Soviet Union to join in reversing the strategic arms buildup.

He did not seek a private meeting with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko, who said he would study Nixon's speech carefully, but he was closeted briefly with UN Secretary General Thant and newly elected General Assembly President Angie Brooks of Liberia. In the afternoon he met separately at his Waldorf Towers suite with the foreign ministers of France, Tunisia, United Kingdom, South Vietnam, Thailand, Jordan and Romania and the prime minister of Mauritius.

Arab delegates already had expressed dissatisfaction with his approach to the Middle East situation, and some Africans were openly indignant that he made no mention of African problems in his survey of the world scene.

In his speech, the President said "the UN member - those in this room who have long taken an active interest in peace in Vietnam should now take an active hand in achieving it."

"I repeat here today what I said in my speech of May 14, that we are prepared to withdraw all our forces. And the replacement of 60,000 troops is a significant step. The time has come for the other side to respond to these initiatives. The time has come for peace."

Take Joe

Just drop a film cartridge into a Kodak Instamatic camera and take Joe while he's still a case. In beautiful color snapshots or color slides indoors, or a flashcube. Having Joe for keeps is that easy.

Kodak Instamatic color cameras. From less than $10.
A good pass rush by Mike McCoy (top left) could nullify the Northwestern air game. The weather, but not the frenzied action, should differ from last spring's Blue-Gold scrimmage (top right). Center Mike Oriard (left), once a walk-on, is now co-captain along with Bob Olson (bottom).

### Line-ups

**Notre Dame Offense**

- SE: Tom Gatewood
- LT: Jim Reilly
- LG: Larry DiNardo
- C: Mike Oriard
- RT: Terry Brmnan
- RG: Gary Kos
- TE: Dewey Pogolen
- QB: Joe Theismann
- LHB: Ed Ziegler
- RHB: Andy Huff
- FB: Jeff Zimmerman

**Notre Dame Defense**

- LE: Walt Patulski
- LT: Mike McCoy
- RT: Mike Zikas
- RE: Fred Swendsen
- LLB: Tim Kelly
- LILB: Larry Schumacher
- RLB: Bob Olson
- ROLB: Bob Neidert
- RILB: Chuck Zloch
- LHB: John Gasser
- SA: Clarence Ellis

**Wildcat Offense**

- LT: John Bradley
- LG: Mike Sikich
- C: Joe Zigulich
- RG: Terry Exl
- RT: John Hittman
- TE: Pat Harrington
- QB: Dave Sheehoune
- RB: Ken Luxton
- LH: Mike Adamle
- FB: Mike Hudson

**Wildcat Defense**

- LE: Wilbert Henby
- LR: Frank Mullins
- LG: William Gailer
- RG: Jeff Rockenbuck
- RT: John Rodman
- RE: Donald Ross
- MLB: Ray Forsthoffer
- DHB: Brad Somers
- DHB: Jack Dustin
- DHB: Gary Holland
- DHB: Rich Telander

---

**Seniors & Grads**

**Celebrate the Agony of the Agase at the Alumini Club**

**Fri. Night**

**All Sat**

**The Thymes**

**The Quaba Trio**

(Before and after the game)

**No Cover Charge**

---

**We get carried away when you come around...**

---

**We Call it "Livability"**

Our idea is to serve you with lunches and dinners you can live with day after day. Fine steaks properly broiled and at prices you can live with, too. And with pleasant surroundings, comfortable booths and chairs, a little background music and a smile from the folks who serve you. And a choice of dinners to match your taste:

1. Sirloin ........................ $1.59
2. Rib Eye ........................ $1.29
3. Chopped Sirloin ......... 1.09
4. N.Y. Strip ...................... 1.89
5. Ham Steak ..................... 1.19
6. Fish Fillet ..................... .99
7. ¼ lb. Hamburger Platter with French Fries....79

---

**Black Angus**

is the only beer in America that’s Beechwood Aged

(But you know that.)

---

**STEAK HOUSE**

1516 N. Ironwood

Just N. of Edison Station
Pass defense key to Irish victory

by Mike Pavlin

Passing, for three years the focus of the Notre Dame offense, will test the Irish defense this Saturday as Northwestern opens the 1969 season.

The Wildcats, coming off a 1-9-0 debacle, feature a potent passing attack spearheaded by Dave Shelbourne. Last year, the 6-1, 210 lb. junior threw for 1,358 yards, hitting on 105 of 251 passes. Up until a few days ago, Shelbourne faced the happy prospect of having his two leading receivers back. Unfortunately, Bruce Hubbard (33 catches for 551 yards) will miss tomorrow's contest due to injury. Tight end Pat Harrington (17 for 163) is back, however, and Barry Pearson will replace Hubbard.

Coach Alex Agase has six lettermen returning on defense, but his real concern is the development of a running game. Lettermen Ken Leighton and Mike Adamic return to help ease the pressure on Shelbourne.

The Irish, having lost only one home opener since 1934, will not have the lightning combination of Terry Hanratty to Jim Seymour, but figure to be much more than a "three yards and a cloud of dust" offensive team.

While Andy Huff, Ed Ziegler, and Jeff Zimmerman provide solid running potential, quarterback Joe Thiesmann has the arm necessary to throw when needed. He'll have Tom Gately, who shook off some spring injuries to claim the split and post, and tight end Dewey Poskon as his receivers.

On the rebuilt right side of the line will be junior guard Gary Kos and senior Terry Brennan. Mike Orual, newly named co-captain, brings half a year's starting experience to the center spot, while Jim Kelly and Larry DiNardo form a powerful, veteran left tackle and guard.

Massive Mike McCoy anchors a defensive line which must get to Shelbourne or ND may be in for a tough afternoon. Three sophomores, Walt Patulski, Fred Swendsen, and Mike Zikas join McCoy, a pre-season All-America pick.

Sophomores are traditionally prone to mistakes, but the Irish trio have four experienced men to back them up. Captains Bob Olzon, Larry Schumacher, Bob Nebelott, and Tom Kelly man the key linebacking positions.

Speedy soph Clarence Flian won the safety job this spring and is flanked by senior John Gasper and junior Chuck "Slick" Zloch. One name sure to be new to Irish fans is that of Mike Fekman, placekicker. Although he didn't show much promise during the spring, Fekman went through a heavy summer workout schedule and won the job this fall.

Fekman will kick-off tomorrow at 1:30 in front of ND's first set of female cheerleaders and a student body experiencing a new concept in seating arrangements—that of boys and girls together. This may not help Joe Theismann scramble any better or Mike McCoy catch Dave Shelbourne, but it ought to stop the cries of "Go back, Go back, Go back across the road."

The winners

Picking a slate of football winners each weekend has always been an editor's job. After all, he is supposed to have the keen mind and cool temperament necessary to make the tough decisions.

Spring, however, will say that I shouldn't be allowed to pick winners this time around. Much much less football games.

Massochistically, I decided not only to pick the game winners, but also the underdogs. If you're going to be wrong, why not be wrong in a winners, but also the point of the predictions.

Hopes of a Wildcat upset tomorrow rest on the arm of junior quarterback Dave Shelbourne.

The Irish Eye

By Mike Pavlin, sports editor

Can't afford a party?

Want to meet someone new?

Find your way tonight in "soft".

The House of Vision, Inc.

4001 63rd St. N.
St. Petersburg, FL 33710
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Available in any color.

The world's largest selling
pack of gum. ONLY 98¢ with 1000 FREE staples!

Send any black & color photo up to 8" x 10" (no negatives) and the name "Swingline" cut from any trade magazine. Mail free to: Poster Mart, P.O. Box 165, Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose cash, check or money order (no COD's) in the amount of $2.00 for blow-up; $4.00 for blow-up and frame as shown. State tax where applicable. Original material returned unopened. Satisfaction guaranteed. Allow 30 days for delivery.
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Academic Council decides to retain ROTC

by Cliff Wintrode

At its last meeting of the 68-69 academic year, Notre Dame's Academic Council voted overwhelmingly to continue the University's affiliation with the three ROTC programs on campus.

However, the council, which is Notre Dame's major academic policy-making body, passed six resolutions regulating ROTC's relationship with the university. The first resolution passed by the Council left the determination of academic credit for ROTC offerings in the hands of the deans of the individual Colleges, as is presently the case for other courses.

The decisions of the deans are tempered by the decisions of that dean's College Council. The College of Arts and Letters will temper the decisions of their College Council, it is a very particular reason.

The second resolution urged the three departments of military science are part of the College of Arts and Letters. The College of Arts and Letters will give credit for the "upper division" places in the courses. The College of Business Administration's policy is to grant credit in the third and fourth years up to a maximum of twelve hours.

A maximum of nine credits is allowed by the College of Science, but each department is free to set its own requirements. For instance, the Biology department accepts no credit for ROTC.

The College of Engineering is undergoing a change in the required program for an engineering degree, so a final decision has not been made on being able to accept credit. However, the present rule is six hours of credit.

None of the four colleges gives credit for drill or related military maneuvers, The second resolution urged that the military departments move "with all possible speed toward the substitution wherever feasible, of other University courses." Dean Waddick, Assistant Dean of the College of Arts and Letters, said that the courses switched would be "the more academic courses rather than the professional courses," the academic courses are generally in the history and government areas. Waddick offered three reasons for this change:

1. The course would fit better in the academic structure of the university, he said. "It would be highly objective, and there is a duplication of the military department's offerings and university offerings," he added.

2. Dean Plunkett, Director of Military Affairs, cited another reason. "The technical, instead of the professional courses, should more properly be taught by professional personnel trained in that area." Plunkett commented, "They might better be taught by men in our department who have such expertise."

3. No changes will take place this semester because the Academic Council's ruling came after course selections for this semester had already been determined.

Dean Plunkett thought some changes could be possible in the second semester but he added that "academic units of the university will start to move this year" and some course substitutions will be accepted for the following year. The Academic Council's third resolution stressed the necessity of prior approval by appropriate university academic authorities of appointments of military teaching personnel. The process by which a military officer is accepted to be an instructor has been amended this year. Plunkett stated that the reason this was done was to "keep it more in line with the practice in other departments." The faculty committee of that area will review the candidate's record and pass along his approval or disapproval to the dean of the College of Arts and Letters.

The dean, after studying the man's qualifications, passes along the nomination with his approval or disapproval to Father John Walsh, Vice President for Academic Affairs, who makes the final decision on the nominee's acceptance.

The fourth resolution interpreted the University's faculty manual to mean that military teaching personnel have "Non-teasurable" status on the teaching and research faculty. This means that time spent in the military cannot be applied toward tenure.

The fifth resolution is a reaffirmation of past policy. The question has not been rated in the past because the military has avoided assigning an officer to be an instructor on his last assignment before retirement. Also, a military instructor is at the University too short a time to give "any satisfactory reason" for wanting out. Plunkett said the services will release a student if he provides a "very good reason."

Plunkett described a "very good reason" as "a complete change in a boy's attitude toward war, a conscientious objector."

The sixth resolution recommended that the University re-examine its contractual obligations with the Department of Defense. It suggested that aspects of military training more appropriate to military installations be transferred to summer camps.

Dean Plunkett said the university's contract with the armed service "can be terminated by either party with a year's notice but that the contracts are continuous unless either party demands that the contract be broken or requests changes in the contract." "Every kind of military act of physical training type should be done at summer camps or cruises where these are appropriate," he continued. "Most of the drilling might be done best at summer camps."
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Passing to carry Wildcat attack

CHICAGO (UPI) — Northwestern got some bad news last year’s leading Wildcat pass catcher, split end Bruce Hubbard, will not play in the opening game against Notre Dame due to a head injury.

Evanston, Ill., September — That rarity on a Northwestern football squad — depth — exists in at least one area for the 1969 Wildcats, and its presence will dictate the type of offense Northwestern will use in the opening game against Notre Dame Sept. 20.

The depth is available in quality at the primary receiving positions, flankerback and split end, and, fortunately, is complemented by the passing skills needed to deliver the ball.

“With you’ve got to utilize what you do best and passing and catching are the things we do best,” said Coach Alex Agase.

Agase’s confidence in his receivers is based partly on proven performance and partly on exciting potential. The proven performers are senior standouts, split end Bruce Hubbard and flankerback Ken Luxton. The potential is supplied by a pair of sophomores who are challenging the veterans for the starting jobs, split end Jerry Brown and flankerback Barry Pearson.

Hubbard, tallest man on the squad at 6-6, led the team in receiving last year with 33 receptions for 551 yards. His two-year total (46 catches for 782 yards) puts him within range of career records set by senior standouts, (48, Cas Banaszek) and total yards (1,239, Joe Collier).

Luxton last year caught 13 passes for 202 yards as a running back, despite missing almost half the season with a kidney injury. Throughout early drills he matched spectacular receptions with Hubbard, who has built a reputation for the diving circus catch.

Responsive for the solid improvement of the veterans has been the steady pressure exerted by the newcomers. Brown, who is seven inches shorter than Hubbard, compensates with fluid moves and the best speed of a Wildcat receiver in recent years.

In a freshman game against Purdue, he caught bombs of 65 and 60 yards.

Regardless of who starts at split end and flankerback, the backup man figures to see an equal amount of action. As a result, the Wildcats can expect to have their top receivers comparatively fresh late in the game — a factor bound to put added pressure upon opposing secondaries.

Hawks, farm club in ACC

Ice hockey comes early to the Notre Dame campus this year as the Chicago Black Hawks take on their Dallas farm club Sunday night in the Convco Center.

Dallas won the Central Hockey League championship last year. The exhibition will be the third of the season for the Black Hawks, who are rumored to be split by ill-feeling between players and management.

Ice meeting

Varsity hockey coach Lefty Smith has announced that a registration meeting will be held this Thursday night at 9:00 for all those interested in trying out for varsity hockey this year. The meeting will be held inside Gate 3 of the Convco Center. Off-ice conditioning and some skating will begin on Monday, Sept. 22.

Membership Available at the Door

Gentlemen Must Be 21